Abstract. This paper presents a small-bulge multishift variation of the multishift QR algorithm that avoids the phenomenon of shift blurring, which retards convergence and limits the number of simultaneous shifts. It replaces the large diagonal bulge in the multishift QR sweep with a chain of many small bulges. The small-bulge multishift QR sweep admits nearly any number of simultaneous shifts-even hundreds-without adverse effects on the convergence rate. With enough simultaneous shifts, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm takes advantage of the level 3 BLAS, which is a special advantage for computers with advanced architectures.
1. Introduction. This paper presents a small-bulge multishift variation of the multishift QR algorithm [4] that avoids the phenomenon of shift blurring, which retards convergence and limits the number of simultaneous shifts that can be used effectively. The small-bulge multishift QR algorithm replaces the large diagonal bulge in the multishift QR sweep with a chain of many small bulges. The small-bulge multishift QR sweep admits nearly any number of simultaneous shifts-even hundreds-without adverse effects on the convergence rate. It takes advantage of the level 3 BLAS by organizing nearly all the arithmetic work into matrix-matrix multiplies. This is particularly efficient on most modern computers and especially efficient on computers with advanced architectures.
The QR algorithm is the most prominent member of a large and growing family of bulge-chasing algorithms [11, 14, 15, 17, 28, 30, 51, 39, 40, 44, 57, 59] . It is remarkable that after thirty-five years, the original QR algorithm [25, 26, 35] with few modifications is still the method of choice for calculating all eigenvalues and (optionally) eigenvectors of small, nonsymmetric matrices. Despite being a dense matrix method, it is arguably still the method of choice for computing all eigenvalues of moderately large, nonsymmetric matrices, i.e., at this writing, matrices of order greater than 1,000. Its excellent rounding error properties and convergence behavior are both theoretically and empirically satisfactory [9, 16, 19, 32, 41, 42, 52, 62, 63, 64] despite surprising convergence failures [8, 10, 19, 56, 58] .
It has proven difficult to implement the QR algorithm in a way that takes full advantage of the potentially high execution rate of computers with advanced architectures-particularly hierarchical memory architectures. This is so much the case that some high-performance algorithms work around the slow but reliable QR algorithm by using faster but less reliable methods to tear or split off smaller submatrices on which to apply the QR algorithm [2, 5, 6, 7, 23, 33 ]. An exception is the successful high-performance pipelined Householder QZ algorithm in [18] . Although this paper is not directly concerned with distributed memory computation, it is worth noting that there are distributed memory implementations of the QR algorithm [31, 45, 48, 50] .
Readers of this paper need to be familiar with the double implicit shift QR algorithm [25, 26, 35] . See, for example, any of the textbooks [20, 27, 47, 53, 62] . Familiarity with the multishift QR algorithm [4] as implemented in LAPACK version 2 [1] is helpful. We will refer to the iterative step from bulge-introduction to bulge-disappearance as a QR sweep.
1.1. Notation and the BLAS.
1.1.1. The BLAS. The basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) are a set of frequently required elementary matrix and vector operations introduced first in [38, 37] and later extensively developed [21, 22] . The level 3 BLAS are a small set of matrixmatrix operations like matrix-matrix multiply [22] . The level 2 BLAS are a set of matrix-vector operations like matrix-vector multiplication. The level 1 BLAS are a set of vector-vector operations like dot-products and scaled vector addition (x ← ax + y). Because they are relatively simple, have regular patterns of memory access, and have a high ratio of arithmetic work to data, the level 3 BLAS can be organized to make near optimal use of hierarchical cache memory [20, section 2.6], execution pipelining, and parallelism. It is only a small exaggeration to say that executing level 3 BLAS is what modern computers do best. Many manufacturers supply hand-tuned, extraordinarily efficient implementations of the BLAS. Automatically tuned versions of the BLAS [61] also perform well. It is the ability to exploit matrix-matrix multiplies that makes spectral splitting methods attractive competitors to the QR algorithm [2, 5, 6, 7] .
The small-bulge multishift QR algorithm which we propose attains much of its efficiency through the level 3 BLAS.
1.1.2. Notation. Throughout this paper we use the following notation and definitions.
1. We will use the "colon notation" to denote submatrices: H i:j,k:l is the submatrix of matrix H in rows i-j and columns k-l inclusively. The notation H :,k:l indicates the submatrix in columns k-l inclusively (and all rows). The notation H i:j,: indicates the submatrix in rows i-j inclusively (and all columns).
2. A quasi-triangular matrix is a real, block triangular matrix with 1-by-1 and 2-by-2 blocks along the diagonal.
3. A matrix H ∈ R n×n is in Hessenberg form if h ij = 0 whenever i > j +1. The matrix H is said to be unreduced if, in addition, the subdiagonal entries are nonzero, i.e., h ij = 0 whenever i = j + 1.
4. Following [27, p. 19] , we define a "flop" as a single floating point operation, i.e., either a floating point addition or a floating point multiplication together with its associated subscripting. The Fortran statement
involves two flops.
In some of the examples in section 3, we report an automatic hardware count of the number of floating point instructions executed. Note that a trinary multiply-add instruction counts as just one executed instruction in the hardware count even though it executes two flops. Thus, depending on the compiler and optimization level, the above Fortran statement could be executed using either one floating point instruction or two floating point instructions (perhaps along with some integer subscripting calculations) even though it involves two flops.
2.
A small-bulge multishift QR algorithm. If there are many simultaneous shifts, then most of the work in a QR sweep may be organized into matrix-vector and matrix-matrix multiplies that take advantage of the higher level BLAS [4] . However, to date, the performance of the large-bulge multishift QR has been disappointing [24, 55, 56, 58] . Accurate shifts are essential to accelerate the convergence of the QR algorithm. In the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm rounding errors "blur" the shifts and retard convergence [56, 58] . The ill effects of shift blurring grow rapidly with the size of the diagonal bulge, effectively limiting the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm to roughly 10 simultaneous shifts-too few to take full advantage of level 3 BLAS. See Figure 1 .
Watkins explains much of the mechanics of shift blurring with the next theorem [56, 58] .
Theorem 2.1 (see [58] ). Consider a Hessenberg-with-a-bulge matrix that occurs during a multishift QR sweep using m pairs of simultaneous shifts. LetB be the 2(m + 1)-by-2(m + 1) principal submatrix containing the bulge. Obtain B fromB by dropping the first row and the last column. Let N be a (2m + 1)-by-(2m + 1) Jordan block with eigenvalue zero. The shifts are the 2m finite eigenvalues of the bulge pencil
The theorem shows that the shift information is transferred through the matrix by the bulge pencils (2.1). Watkins observes empirically that the eigenvalues of B − λN tend be ill-conditioned and that the ill-conditioning grows rapidly with the size of the bulge. The observation suggests that in order to avoid shift blurring, the bulges must be confined to very small order. This is borne out by many successful small bulge versions of the QR algorithm including the one described in this paper. See, for example, [17, 24, 31, 29, 34, 36, 54, 55] .
In order to apply complex conjugate shifts in real arithmetic, one must allow bulges big enough to transmit at least two shifts. The smallest such bulges occupy full 4-by-4 principal submatrices. We sometimes refer to 4-by-4 bulges as "double implicit shift bulges" because they are used in the double implicit shift QR algorithm [25, 26] , [27, Algorithm 7.5.1] . This paper uses double implicit shift bulges exclusively.
The QR algorithm needs to use many simultaneous shifts in order to generate substantial level 3 BLAS operations, but, in order to avoid shift blurring, it is restricted to small bulges. Small bulges transmit only a few simultaneous shifts. One way to resolve these superficially contradictory demands is to use a chain of m tightly packed two-shift bulges as illustrated in Figure 2 . This configuration allows many simultaneous shifts while keeping each pair "well focused" inside a small bulge.
The processes of chasing the chain of bulges along the diagonal is illustrated in Figure 3 . Near the diagonal, "3-by-3" Householder reflections are needed to chase the bulges one at a time along the diagonal. The reflections are applied individually in the light shaded region near the diagonal in a sequence of level 1 BLAS operations. Effect of varying numbers of simultaneous shifts on the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm as implemented in DHSEQR, from LAPACK version 2 and on our experimental implementation of the small-bulge multishift QR, TTQR. The two programs calculated the Schur decompositions (including both the orthogonal and quasi-triangular factors) of 1,000-by-1,000, 2,000-by-2,000 and 3,000-by-3,000 pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices. (The pseudorandom test matrices, computational environment, and other details are described in section 3.) The first row plots number of simultaneous shifts versus cpu-minutes. The second row plots number of simultaneous shifts versus a hardware count of floating point instructions executed. (A trinary multiply-add instruction counts as one instruction but executes two flops.) The first, second, and third columns report data from matrices of order n = 1,000, n = 2,000 and n = 3,000, respectively.
Periodically, a group of reflections are accumulated into a thickly banded orthogonal matrix. The orthogonal matrix is then used to update the dark shaded region in Figure 3 using matrix-matrix multiplication or other level 3 BLAS operations.
We refer to this as a "two-tone" QR sweep. The level 1 BLAS operations form one tone; the level 3 operations form the other.
Using the implicit Q theorem [27, Theorem 7.4.3] , it is easy to show that a twotone small-bulge multishift QR sweep with m pairs of simultaneous shifts, (s j , t j ) ∈ C × C, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m, is equivalent to m Francis double implicit shift QR sweeps, i.e., a two-tone QR sweep overwrites H by Q T HQ where
factorization. An examination of the detailed description below shows that, in exact arithmetic, the two-tone QR sweep generates the same bulges and the same sequence of similarity transformations by "3-by-3" Householder reflections as m double implicit QR sweeps using the same shifts.
Modified QR algorithms that chase more than one bulge at a time have been proposed several times [17, 24, 31, 29, 34, 36, 54, 55] . In particular, Henry, Watkins, and Dongarra [31] recently developed a distributed memory parallel QR algorithm X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X that chases many small bulges independently. Lang [36] recently described symmetric QL and QR algorithms that use rotations to simultaneously chase many small bulges. His algorithms also achieve some parallelism and good cache reuse by accumulating the rotations in groups. The algorithm proposed in the next section uses Householder reflections and applies to nonsymmetric matrices.
Detailed description.
This section describes the two-tone small-bulge multishift QR sweep. Let H ∈ R n×n be an unreduced Hessenberg matrix and let (s j , t j ) ∈ C × C, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m, be a set of m pairs of shifts. To avoid complex arithmetic, we require each pair to be closed under complex conjugation, i.e., either
There are three phases in a two-tone QR algorithm. In the first phase, a tightly packed chain of 4-by-4, double implicit shift bulges is introduced into the upper lefthand corner of a Hessenberg matrix. In the second phase, the chain of bulges is chased down the diagonal from the upper left-hand corner to the lower right-hand corner by a sequence of reflections. In the final phase, the matrix is returned to Hessenberg form by chasing the chain off the bottom row.
Phase 2:
The central computation. The bulk of the work is in the second phase. Suppose that H ∈ R n×n is an upper Hessenberg matrix with a packet of m double implicit shift bulges in rows r through s = r + 3m. See Figure 3 . Using a process called "bulge chasing" that has been known at least since the double implicit shift algorithm [35, 25, 26, 27] was introduced in 1961, one may use a sequence of similarity transformations by "3-by-3" Householder reflections to chase the chain of bulges down k rows, one bulge at a time, starting with the lowest bulge. IfŨ ∈ R is the product of this sequence of Householder reflections, thenŨ has the form
where U =Ũ r+1:s+k−1,r+1:s+k−1 is itself an orthogonal matrix. For notational convenience, defineÛ ∈ R (3m+k+1)×(3m+k+1) bŷ
i.e., the r = 1, n = s + k case of (2.2). In terms of U andÛ , the multibulge chase mentioned above consists of two parts. The first part is a similarity transformation on the the lightly shaded region in Figure 3 , i.e., The second part is the matrix multiplication of the dark, horizontal slab byÛ T from the left, i.e., The similarity transformation (2.3) has the effect of moving the packet of bulges from rows r through s down to rows r + k through s + k. Using a sequence of "3-by-3" reflections, this small similarity transformation does not take advantage of the level 3 BLAS, but if m ≪ n and k ≪ n, then the work of updating the lightly shaded region in Figure 3 is small compared to the work of updating the two dark slabs. Updating the dark horizontal and vertical slabs in Figure 3 is a matrix multiplication by the orthogonal matrix U in (2.2). In order to make this into a level 3 BLAS matrixmatrix multiplication, it is necessary to form explicitly the orthogonal submatrix U from the "3-by-3" reflections used to chase the bulges. Accumulating U does not take advantage of the level 3 BLAS either, but this is also a small amount of arithmetic work compared to updating the dark slabs. Using a sequence of reflections to update the lightly shaded region in Figure 3 but using matrix-matrix multiplication to update the dark bands results in a high ratio of level 3 BLAS work to level 1 BLAS work [13] .
Phases 1 and 3:
Getting started and finishing up. The two-tone structure of the algorithm is slightly simpler during the initial bulge-introduction phase and during the final chasing-bulges-off-the-bottom phase than during most of the computation. See Figure 4 . A modified version of the Francis double implicit shift algorithm may be used to introduce the m bulges into the upper left-hand corner of the Hessenberg matrix. One at a time, bulges are introduced and chased down to their proper position in the chain. This is equivalent to doing 3m(m − 1)/2 similarity transformations by "3-by-3" reflections on H 1:3m+1,1:3m+1 , the lightly shaded region on the left of Figure 4 . The matrix U has zero structure similar to the (1, 1) block of Figure 5 .
Chasing the packet of m bulges off the bottom at the end of the QR sweep is similar. It is equivalent to doing a similarity transformation by a sequence of Householder reflections followed by a orthogonal matrix multiplication on the dark vertical slab on the right of Figure 4 . This operation also requires roughly the same number of flops as does the operation of introducing a packet of m bulges. 2.1.3. Level 3 BLAS and exploiting the zero structure of U. The orthogonal matrix U has more structure than a generic, dense orthogonal matrix. The amount of arithmetic work needed to update the dark slabs can, theoretically, be substantially reduced by taking advantage of the zero structure of U . The example in Figure 5 is 38% zeros. However, this adds some complexity to the computation which offsets the reduced flop count. Depending on the computing environment, taking advantage of some or all of the zeros may add more work than it saves. Nevertheless, it is likely to be worth taking advantage of at least some of the zeros either by treating U as a thick band matrix or as a 2-by-2 block matrix.
As illustrated in Figure 5 , U has a thick band structure with lower bandwidth k l = 2 min(m, k) and upper bandwidth k u = k + 1. The band is fairly dense, so, theoretically, the thick, banded matrix-matrix multiply is a level 3 operation. However, except for triangular matrix multiplication, banded matrix-matrix multiplication software is usually implemented as a level 2 (matrix-vector) operation.
In order to take advantage of both band structure and the current set of level 3 BLAS, matrix multiplication by U may be broken up into two dense-by-dense matrix multiplications and two triangular-by-dense matrix multiplications. If 3m − 2 ≥ k ≥ m + 2, then one way to do this is to partition U into a 2-by-2 block matrix with two nearly dense, rectangular diagonal blocks and two triangular off-diagonal blocks. See Figure 5 . In addition, at least one of the triangular blocks has a thick band of zeros along the diagonal, so the work of multiplying by this triangular matrix can be further reduced.
For a fixed choice of the number of simultaneous shifts 2m, k ≈ 3m approximately minimizes the number of flops in an n-by-n two-tone multibulge QR sweep regardless of the logical zero structure of U . See Table 1 . With k ≈ 3m, the algorithm uses between 1.6 and 2.4 times as many flops as m double implicit shift sweeps, depending Table 1 The ratio of the number of flops performed by two-tone small-bulge multishift QR sweep with m pairs of shifts chased k rows at a time to 10mn 2 the number of flops needed for m double implicit shift QR sweeps. It is assumed that m is small relative to the order of the Hessenberg matrix n.
on how much of the zero structure of U is exploited. The version of the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm which most closely resembles the two-tone small-bulge multishift QR algorithm aggregates groups of p transformations in order to take advantage of the level 3 BLAS. A 2m shift sweep of the aggregated large-bulge multishift QR algorithm needs roughly 1.5 + p/(8m) times as many flops as m double implicit shift sweeps [4] . (The version of the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm implemented in DHSEQR from LAPACK version 2.0 [1] does not aggregate groups of transformations and takes advantage of only the level 1 and 2 BLAS. It needs roughly the same number of flops to chase a single 2m shift bulge as m double implicit shift sweeps [4, section 6].) Detailed algorithms and mathematical flop counts are given in [13] and are summarized here in Tables 2 and 1 . In section 3, numerical examples demonstrate that the avoidance of shift blurring by using small bulges and the ability to use level 3 BLAS by using many simultaneous shifts per QR sweep more than overcome the greater flop counts per sweep displayed in Tables 2 and 1 .
Deflation and choice of shifts.
It is inexpensive to monitor the subdiagonal entries during the course of a two-tone QR sweep and take advantage of a small-subdiagonal deflation should one occur. Note that this includes taking advantage of any small subdiagonal entries that may appear between the bulges during a two-tone QR sweep. In [55] , this is called "vigilant deflation."
Ordinarily, the bulges above a vigilant deflation collapse as they encounter the newly created subdiagonal zero. This may block those shifts so that, for the current QR sweep, the benefit of using many simultaneous shifts may be lost. However, the bulges can be reintroduced in the row in which the new zero subdiagonal appears using the same methods as are used to introduce bulges at the upper left-hand corner [27, p. 377] , [62, p. 530] . In this way, the shift information passes through a zero subdiagonal and the two-tone QR sweep continues with all its shifts.
It is well known that a good choice of shifts in the QR algorithm leads to rapid convergence. Shifts selected to be the eigenvalues of a trailing principal submatrix give local quadratic convergence [62, 60] . In the symmetric case, convergence is cubic [64] . Deferred shifts retard convergence [49] . Following the choice of LAPACK version 2 subroutine DHSEQR, our experimental computer programs select the shifts to be the eigenvalues of a trailing principal submatrix.
Numerical examples.
We compared the execution time of the large-and small-bulge QR algorithm on ad hoc and pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices of order n = 1,000 to n = 10,000 and on nonrandom matrices of similar order taken from a variety of applications in science and engineering [3] . (The two algorithms delivered roughly the same accuracy as measured by the relative residual AQ −QT F / A and the departure from orthogonality Q TQ − I F / √ n, where A =QTQ T is the computed real Schur decomposition of A with computed orthogonal factorQ and computed quasi-triangular factorT .)
We call our experimental Fortran implementation of the two-tone small-bulge multishift QR algorithm TTQR. When using m pairs of simultaneous shifts, each TTQR sweep chases each tightly packed chain of m small bulges k = 3m − 2 rows at a time. The implementation exploits the logical 2-by-2 block structure of U including the thick band of zeros along the diagonal of the (1,2) block in Figure 5 . Except where noted otherwise, TTQR uses 150 simultaneous shifts, but no particular significance should be attached to this choice. TTQR uses LAPACK subroutine DHSEQR [1] , the conventional large-bulge QR algorithm, to reduce diagonal subblocks of order no greater than 1.5 times the number of simultaneous shifts. Following EISPACK [46] and LAPACK [1] , a Hessenberg subdiagonal entry h i+1,i is set to zero when |h i+1,i | ≤ ε (|h ii | + |h i+1,i+1 |) with ε equal to the unit round. (A new deflation procedure which greatly reduces the arithmetic work and execution time that TTQR needs is reported in [12, 13] .)
For comparison, we used the implementation of the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm in subroutine DHSEQR from LAPACK version 2 [1] , which is widely recognized to be an excellent implementation. DHSEQR uses the double implicit shift QR algorithm to reduce subblocks of size MAXB-by-MAXB or smaller. In the examples reported here, MAXB is chosen to be the greater of 50 and the number of simultaneous shifts. Except where noted otherwise, DHSEQR uses only six simultaneous shifts which Figure 1 shows is approximately optimal.
The examples reported here were run on an Origin2000 computer equipped with 400MHz IP27 R12000 processors and 16 gigabytes of memory. Each processor has 32 kilobytes of level 1 instruction cache, 32 kilobytes of level 1 data cache, and 8 megabytes of level 2 combined instruction and data cache. For serial execution, the experimental Fortran implementation of the small bulge multishift QR algorithm was compiled with version 7.30 of the MIPSpro Fortran 77 compiler with options -64 -TARG:platform=ip27 -Ofast=ip27 -LNO. For comparison purposes the same options were used to compile DHSEQR from LAPACK version 2. (We observe that this compilation of DHSEQR is usually slightly faster than the compilation distributed in the SGI/Cray Scientific Library version 1.2.0.0.) For parallel execution the -mp and -pfa options were added. The programs called optimized BLAS subroutines from the SGI/Cray Scientific Library version 1.2.0.0. In our computational environment, we observed that the measured serial "cpu time" of any particular program with its particular data might vary by at most a few percent. We were fortunate to get exclusive use of several processors for the purpose of timing parallel benchmark runs.
Except where otherwise mentioned, n-by-n matrices were stored in n-by-n arrays. We ran the experimental program on both pseudorandomly generated and nonrandom non-Hermitian matrices of order n = 1,000 to n = 10,000. We selected the entries on the diagonal and upper triangle of pseudorandomly generated Hessenberg matrices to be normally distributed pseudorandom numbers with mean zero and variance 1. We set the subdiagonal entry h j+1,j = χ 2 n−j , where χ 2 n−j is selected from a Chi-squared distribution with n − j degrees of freedom. Hessenberg matrices with the same distribution of random entries can also be generated by applying the reduction to Hessenberg form algorithm [27, Algorithm 7.4 .2] to full n-by-n matrices with pseudorandom entries selected from the normal distribution with mean zero variance one.
Our source of nonrandom matrices was the Non-Hermitian Eigenvalue Problems (NEP) collection [3] . This is a collection of eigenvalue problems from a variety of applications in science and engineering. We selected 21 real eigenvalue problems of order 1,000-by-1,000 to 8,192-by-8,192 .
In some of the examples reported below, we report an automatic hardware count of the number of floating point instructions executed. Note that a trinary multiplyadd instruction counts as just one executed instruction in the hardware count even though it executes two flops.
We also report the floating point execution rate in millions of floating point instructions per second, or "mega-flops" for short. For comparison purposes, we measured the floating point execution rate of the level 3 BLAS full matrix-matrix multiply subroutine DGEMM and the triangular matrix-matrix multiply subroutine DTRMM from the SGI/Cray Scientific Library version 1.2.0.0 applied to matrix-matrix products similar to updating the dark bands in Figure 3 . In serial execution, in the Origin2000 computational environment described above, DGEMM computes the product of the transpose Figure 1 displays the serial execution time of DHSEQR and TTQR using various numbers of simultaneous shifts to calculate the Schur decomposition of the pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices described above. Both the quasi-triangular and orthogonal Schur factors were computed. The figure demonstrates that the convergence rate of TTQR does not suffer from shift blurring even with hundreds of simultaneous shifts. The figure also displays the total number of floating point instructions executed by DHSEQR and TTQR to calculate the Schur decompositions of pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices. It also demonstrates that the number of floating point operations needed by TTQR changes little as the number of simultaneous shifts varies in a range that is small compared to n, the order of the Hessenberg matrix. The number of simultaneous shifts used by TTQR may be chosen to fit the cache size and other machine dependent parameters with little effect on the total amount of arithmetic work. However, in this example, TTQR executes between 1.5 and 2 times as many floating point instructions as DHSEQR with 6 simultaneous shifts. A partial explanation for . Floating point execution rate of DHSEQR, the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm, and TTQR, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm, using varying numbers of simultaneous shifts to calculate the Schur decompositions of the pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices described in section 3. this is that TTQR executes more floating point instructions per shift than DHSEQR. See Table 1 . However, in other examples TTQR executes fewer floating point instructions than DHSEQR. See Figures 7 and 10 . Figure 6 displays the floating point execution rates achieved on the Origin2000 computer described above. It demonstrates that TTQR attains substantially higher rates of execution of floating point instructions when using many simultaneous shifts.
On the Origin2000 computer described above, we observe that, on pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices of order roughly n > 500, TTQR with forty simultaneous shifts calculates the Schur decomposition of pseudorandom Hessenberg faster than DHSEQR with six simultaneous shifts. (For matrices of order n = 100, TTQR with 40 simultaneous shifts uses 170% of the execution time of DHSEQR with six simultaneous shifts.)
Example 2. Figure 7 shows the execution time, floating point execution rate, and number of floating instructions executed to calculate the Schur decompositions of ad hoc Hessenberg matrices of the form of The eigenvalues of trailing principal submatrices of S n are extraordinarily close approximations to eigenvalues of the whole matrix S n [13, 12] , so, at least initially, the shifts used by both DHSEQR and TTQR are exceptionally good. Both DHSEQR and TTQR calculate the Schur decompositions of S n faster than the Schur decomposition of a pseudorandom Hessenberg matrix of the same size. See Figure 8 . However, TTQR finishes substantially sooner, maintains a higher floating point execution rate, and executes fewer floating point instructions.
Example 3. Figure 8 compares the serial execution time and floating point instruction execution rate of TTQR and DHSEQR applied to pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices of order n = 1,000 to n = 10,000. In this example, TTQR consistently executes more floating point instructions than DHSEQR but overcomes this handicap by maintaining a high floating point execution rate. Note that in other examples TTQR executes fewer floating point instructions than DHSEQR. See Figures 7 and 10 .
The advantage of TTQR over DHSEQR remains qualitatively similar even if only eigenvalues are computed or if only one of the orthogonal or quasi-triangular Schur factors is computed.
Example 4. Figure 9 displays the serial execution times of DHSEQR and TTQR applied to 20 real non-Hermitian eigenvalue problems from the NEP collection [3] . order n floating point instructions Fig. 8 . Serial execution times, floating point execution rates, and hardware counts of floating point instructions of DHSEQR, the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm, and TTQR, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm. The two subroutines calculated Schur decompositions (including both the orthogonal and quasi-triangular factors) of pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices as described in section 3.
To avoid cache conflicts, each n-by-n matrix was stored in an (n + 7)-by-(n + 7) array. Each matrix is identified by an acronym from [3] . The alphabetic part indicates the application from which the matrix comes. The numerical part gives the order of the matrix. Summaries of the applications, descriptions of the matrices, and references can be found in [3] . DHSEQR uses six simultaneous shifts which Figure 1 shows is approximately optimal. TTQR uses 60 simultaneous shifts on 1,000-by-1,000 to 1,999-by-1,999 matrices, 116 simultaneous shifts on 2,000-by-2,000 to 2,499-by-2,499 matrices, 150 simultaneous shifts on 2,500-by-2,500 to 3,999-by-3,999 matrices, and 180 simultaneous shifts on 4,000-by-4,000 or larger matrices.
Notice that the superiority of TTQR is usually greater for matrices of larger order. We also mention that DW8192 is not reported in Figure 9 only because the execution times are out of scale with the other reported times. DHSEQR calculated the Schur decomposition of the Hessenberg matrix derived from DW8192 in 544 cpu minutes. TTQR calculated the Schur decomposition in 301 cpu minutes. Figure 10 displays hardware counts of the number of floating point instructions executed by DHSEQR and TTQR. Note that neither TTQR nor DHSEQR consistently executes more floating point instructions. TUB1000  TOLS1090  RDB1250  RDB1250L  BWM2000  OLM2000  TOLS2000  DW2048  RDB2048  RDB2048L   cpu minutes   DHSEQR  TTQR   0   50   100   150   200   250  PDE2961  MHD3200A  MHD3200B  RDB3200L  TOLS4000  MHD4800A  MHD4800B  OLM5000  RW5151 cpu minutes Fig. 9 . Serial execution times of DHSEQR, the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm, and TTQR, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm, applied to 20 non-Hermitian eigenvalue problems from [3] . The acronyms indicate the corresponding matrix from [3] . DHSEQR uses six simultaneous shifts which Figure 1 shows is approximately optimal. TTQR uses 60 simultaneous shifts on 1,000-by-1,000 to 1,999-by-1,999 matrices, 116 simultaneous shifts on 2,000-by-2,000 to 2,499-by-2,499 matrices, 150 simultaneous shifts on 2,500-by-2,500 to 3,999-by-3,999 matrices, and 180 simultaneous shifts on 4,000-by-4,000 or larger matrices. (The execution time of the reduction to Hessenberg form is not included in the above graphs.) Example 5. Our experimental implementation of the small-bulge QR algorithm is not designed for parallel computation. However, TTQR makes heavy use of the level 3 BLAS-particularly matrix-matrix multiply. Hence, it is not surprising to observe modest but not insignificant speedups when the experimental version of TTQR is compiled for parallel execution and linked with parallel versions of the BLAS. Figure 11 shows wall clock execution time, parallel speedup, and parallel efficiency of TTQR calculating the Schur decomposition (including both the quasi-triangular and orthogonal factors) of pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices on the Origin2000 computer described above. To avoid cache conflicts, some n-by-n matrices were stored in (n + 1)-by-(n + 1) arrays. (Parallel speedup is the ratio T 1 /T p , where T 1 is the 1 processor wall clock execution time and T p is the p-processor wall clock execution time. Parallel efficiency is T 1 /(pT p ).)
A major serial bottle neck can be attributed to computations in the lightly shaded region of Figure 3 . There is potential for some small grain parallel execution even in this region, but there is not enough parallel work to overcome the overhead associated with synchronizing the processors. A planned production version of TTQR is expected TUB1000  TOLS1090  RDB1250  RDB1250L  BWM2000  OLM2000  TOLS2000  DW2048  RDB2048 MHD3200A  MHD3200B  RDB3200L  TOLS4000  MHD4800A  MHD4800B  OLM5000  RW5151 floating point instructions Fig. 10 . Hardware count of floating point instructions executed by DHSEQR, the large-bulge multishift QR algorithm, and TTQR, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm, when applied to 20 non-Hermitian eigenvalue problems from [3] . The acronyms indicate the corresponding matrix from [3] . DHSEQR uses six simultaneous shifts which Figure 1 shows is approximately optimal. TTQR uses 60 simultaneous shifts on 1,000-by-1,000 to 1,999-by-1,999 matrices, 116 simultaneous shifts on 2,000-by-2,000 to 2,499-by-2,499 matrices, 150 simultaneous shifts on 2,500-by-2,500 to 3,999-by-3,999 matrices, and 180 simultaneous shifts on 4,000-by-4,000 or larger matrices. (Floating point instructions executed during the reduction to Hessenberg form are not included.)
to exhibit better parallel speedup by overlapping computation in the lightly shaded region with computations in the dark bands.
Conclusions.
The small-bulge two-tone multishift QR algorithm avoids shift blurring so completely that it admits a nearly unlimited number of simultaneous shifts-even hundreds-without adverse effects on the convergence rate. With enough simultaneous shifts, level 3 BLAS operations dominate, allowing both high serial floating point execution rates and at least modest parallel speedup.
The possibility of using hundreds of simultaneous shifts makes the choice of how many to use more complicated than for the conventional large-bulge multishift QR algorithm. We observe empirically that the amount of arithmetic work is insensitive to this choice as long as the number of shifts is small compared to the order of the matrix. Hence, the number of shifts may be chosen to fit the cache size and other characteristics of a particular computational environment without compromising the amount of arithmetic work. 11 . Parallel execution time, speedup, and efficiency of TTQR, the small-bulge multishift QR algorithm, on pseudorandom Hessenberg matrices. The pseudorandom test matrices, computational environment, and program parameters are described in section 3. TTQR used 150 simultaneous shifts. Parallel speedup is the ratio T 1 /Tp, where T 1 is the 1 processor wall clock execution time and Tp is the p-processor wall clock execution time. Parallel efficiency is T 1 /(pTp).
